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tical properties of silver supported
a-Fe2O3 nanocomposite fabricated by Saraca asoca
leaf extract for the effective photo-degradation of
cationic dye Azure B
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In recent decades, several nanocomposites developed by chemical synthetic routes, have been

demonstrated as efficient photocatalysts for the photodegradation of hazardous organic dyes. The

present investigation reports the sonochemical-assisted fabrication of silver-supported a-Fe2O3

nanocomposites (SA@Ag@IONCs) using the Saraca asoca leaf extract. The magnetic nanocomposites

can be easily removed from the reaction mixture. The morphology of these materials was characterized

by field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM), high-resolution transmission electron

microscopy (HRTEM), XPS, BET surface area analyzer, UV-visible spectroscopy, photoluminescence, X-

ray diffraction (XRD), and VSM techniques. The XRD and electron microscopy analyses revealed the small

size and well-crystalline SA@Ag@IONC particles with spherical and buckyball structures. The large

surface area of SA@Ag@IONCs was confirmed by BET analysis. The absorption edge in UV-visible spectra

appeared to migrate towards high wavelengths for the SA@Ag@IONC composite, causing a change in

the bandgap energy. In the case of the sonication assisted composite, the bandgap energy was 2.1 eV,

making it easier for the electron to transfer from the valence band to conduction band. The decoration

of ultrasmall silver onto the surfaces of the a-Fe2O3 nanocomposite, which considerably increases the

capacity to absorb sunlight, enhances the efficiency of charge carrier separation, and inhibits the

electron–hole recombination rate as confirmed by the reduced PL intensity, is responsible for the

excellent photocatalytic degradation performance. Outcomes shown SA@Ag@IONCs have a high

photodegradation rate as well as high-rate constant value at an optimized condition that is at pH 9 and

0.5 g L−1 dose of nanocomposite, photodegradation rate of Azure B is ∼94%. Trap experiment results

indicated that O2c
− and h+ are the active species responsible for the photodegradation of AzB.
1. Introduction

The increasing global signicance of semiconducting nano-
materials worldwide has drawn great interest due to their wide
applicability in multiple elds of research and the developing
new technologies. The numerous potential applications of
novel semiconductor nanocatalysts used in a variety of elds
such as environment purication, solar energy conversion,
biomedical, sensors, and water splitting have made them an
important area of research.1–4 Due to their capacity to decon-
taminate environmental pollutants and split water using visible
light, semiconducting heterogeneous nanomaterials have
gained much attention as a result of rising environmental
pollution and global energy shortage.3,5–7
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Wastewater treatment via photocatalysis is a low-
temperature, inexpensive, and environmentally friendly tech-
nique that uses a variety of wide-bandgap semiconductor
materials. In this procedure, nano photocatalysts are exposed to
different sources of radiation, such as visible light, ultraviolet
radiation as well as solar energy comparable to the band gap
energy of semiconductor materials, to generate electron–hole
(e−–h+) pairs.3,8–10 They are transferred to the material surface,
where they produce radicals such as hydroxyl (OHc−), oxygen
atoms, and superoxide anion radicals (O2c

−). These radicals
attack the dye compound that is adsorbed onto the surface and
decomposes into different anions, cations, and gases.11,12

Therefore, a signicant factor in determining the photocatalytic
activity of semiconductors is the lifetime of photogenerated e–h
pairs. The average size of nanomaterials, dopants, and noble
metal co-catalyst surfaces are some of the variables shown in
previous studies, which play a signicant role in the lifetime of
photogenerated electron–hole pairs. It has been proved that for
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these systems, the photoluminescence (PL) analysis methods to
study the change in photo induced electron hole pairs are
associated with the photocatalytic activity of semiconductor
materials, as summarized in brief by other researchers.13–15

Several methods, such as replacing the bulk material with
nanosized semiconducting materials and doping metal ions
into metal oxide photocatalysis materials, have been used to
enhance the photodegradation process.14,16 These techniques
can signicantly boost the detachable rate of photogenerated
electron–hole charge species in semiconductor compounds,
which will raise photocatalytic efficiency. To study the structural
characteristics of the active sites present on the surface of metal
oxide nanomaterials, the photoluminescence approach has
been employed signicantly.17,18 This is due to its extremely
sensitive and non-destructive properties. The PL techniques
have also helped to understand the surface process of the
semiconductor in photocatalysis reactions. The photo-
luminescence (PL) spectra are a useful tool to examine optical
properties, electronic composition, and photochemical features
of semiconducting substances. They can be used to understand
the substrate oxygen vacancies and irregularities along with the
effectiveness of charge capturing, immigration, as well as
transportation.14,15,19

Heterojunction photocatalysts have a wide range of appli-
cations, including photocatalytic water splitting, environmental
purication, pharmaceutical wastes, and photodegradation of
hazardous dyes.16,20–22 The drawback of the photocatalytic
procedure is the complete separation of nanocatalyst particles
from the treated water, which causes secondary contamination
and loss of reusability of the catalyst. To overcome this above
problem, a catalyst is used that is easily removed from treated
water and can be used for further processes. Metal nano-
composites, which possess magnetic properties, have received
attraction due to their excellent performance as well as easy
removal from the reaction mixture.

Among all the other semiconductor materials, iron oxide
(Fe2O3) nanomaterial is considered one of the efficient photo-
catalysts because of their affordable price, excellent catalytic
property, high photosensitivity, good stability, nontoxicity,
biocompatibility, unique, electrical, optical, and magnetic
properties.23,24 Iron oxide has low band gap energy and it is
a semiconducting material. Iron oxide NPs being magnetically
separable gives an additional advantage over other supports. It
avoids the classical ltration method of separation. When a-
Fe2O3 nanoparticle is encored with other metal nanoparticles,
the overall magnetic and recyclability properties are enhanced
in photocatalytic applications.25,26 When iron oxide nano-
particle is exposed to sunlight, their fast recombination rates of
electron–hole pairs lower the photocatalytic activity. To
decrease the e–h pair recombination rates, the band gap energy
is lowered and extends the optical absorption band without
affecting the efficiency of photocatalytic activity, and the
nanocatalyst must be modied. Several effective approaches
were investigated for this purpose.27–30 The technique used to
prevent the short lifetime of photogenerated (e−–h+) pairs and
decrease its band gap energy is to incorporate various types of
metal into the surface of iron oxide nanoparticles. These
23182 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 23181–23196
techniques can signicantly boost the separation rate of pho-
togenerated charge carriers in semiconductor materials, which
will raise the efficiency of the photocatalytic process.10,19

Noble metals have excellent photocatalytic efficiency, wide
biomedical applications as well as antimicrobial and antibac-
terial properties because they display enhanced absorption in
the visible range as a result of their surface plasmon resonance
and serve as a supercial charge trapper to activate the surface
sites in the crystallite lattice, favoring to increase the electron–
holes pair separation and decreasing the recombination rate.31

Various noble metals (Pt, Rh, Pd, and Au) are too expensive to be
employed on a large scale. As a result, Ag supported iron oxide
nanoparticles have generated interest for the photocatalytic
application, particularly Ag-containing NCs are considered to
have enormous photocatalytic applications due to distinctive
physicochemical properties as compared to other noble
metals.28,32,33

The green chemistry approach is a proven path for the
synthesis of nanocomposite materials and it is explored as one
of the most innovative processes of synthesis of the nano-
materials. For example, the different parts of plant extract
comprising amino acids, alkaloids, polyphenols, avonoids,
and many more bioactive components are accountable for
reducing the metal ions and also stabilize the nanomaterials in
the form of capping agents in the aqueous medium.34–36 Bio-
conjugated metal NPs have shown excellent antimicrobial,
anticancer, drug delivery, and catalytic activity.37–39 Therefore,
the conjugation of biologically active phytochemicals of
medicinal plants with metal nanocomposites is supposed to
enhance the photocatalytic properties of metal/metal oxide
nanocomposites. Sonochemical treatment has gained popu-
larity recently as a technique to engineer environment-friendly
materials. A number of metallic nanoparticles (NPs) have
been created using ultrasound as part of research into the
synthesis of photocatalytic materials.28,40,41 Sonochemical
surface modication of nanocomposites improves the physico-
chemical parameters, such as particle size and specic surface
area.42

Inspiring from a previous literature review, in the present
work, sonication assisted silver supported a-Fe2O3 binary
nanocomposite has been prepared via the green synthetic
approach using an aqueous extract of leaves of the plant Saraca
asoca. The as-formed sonication-assisted SA@Ag@IONCs and
without sonication-assisted Ag@Fe2O3 nanocomposite have
been used for the photocatalytic degradation of dye Azure B in
aqueous media under solar light irradiation. SA@Ag@IONC
nanocomposites were characterized by XRD, SEM, HRTEM, PL,
and UV-visible spectrophotometer to study the impact of optical
property, photoluminescence PL on photodegradation of dye
molecules.

2. Experimental detail
2.1. Material and synthesis method

All the chemicals used in this work, like ferrous sulfate hepta-
hydrate (FeSO4$7H2O), silver nitrate (AgNO3), potassium
dichromate (K2Cr2O7), mercuric sulphate (HgSO4), ferrous
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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ammonium sulphate, silver sulphate (Ag2SO4), ferroin indi-
cator, and Azure B were analytic grade and used without puri-
cation. Ethanol, acetone, and double distilled water were used
as solvents. Fresh leaves of Saraca asoca collected from campus
were washed two–three times to remove dust, sun-dried, and
crushed to make a ne powder.

2.2. Preparation of leaf extract

Powdered leaves of Saraca asoca (15 g) were transferred into
250mL of double distilled water in a 500mL round bottom ask
and reuxed at 80 °C for 1.5 h. The extract was allowed to cool at
27 °C, and Whatman No. 1 lter paper was used to lter the
extract. Filtered leaf extracts were stored at a temperature of 4 °
C for further usage.

2.3. Sonochemical fabrication of SA@Ag@IONCs

Silver-supported iron oxide binary nanocomposite has been
synthesized by a facile one-pot green synthesis method. 0.2 M
FeSO4$7H2O was prepared in 100 mL deionized water and
25 mL plant extract was added. The solution mixture was stirred
with a magnetic stirrer for 6 h at room temperature. The
greenish color of the solutionmixture turned to brownish-green
color, indicating the formation of iron oxide. The produced
solution was ultrasonicated for 60 min, centrifuged at
5000 rpm, and washed 2–3 times with double distilled water,
followed by ethanol to remove impurities. In the second step,
100 mL AgNO3 (0.5 mM) in deionized water was mixed with
100 mL FeSO4$7H2O (0.2 M) solution in deionized water. 25 mL
plant extract was transferred to the mixture, and the solution
was stirred for six h at room temperature. The dark brownish-
green color thus formed was ultrasonicated for 60 min. The
as-synthesized SA@Ag@IONC nanocomposite and with the
same method without sonication Ag@Fe2O3 nanocomposite
was centrifuged at 5000 rpm and washed several times with
deionized water and ethanol for the removal of impurities.
Samples were dried at 80 °C and stored in a vial for character-
ization and photocatalytic activity.

2.4. Photo-driven activity of SA@Ag@IONCs

The photo-driven activity of synthesized SA@Ag@IONC nano-
composite was investigated for degradation of Azure B (AzB)
under direct sunlight irradiation. In this experiment, a freshly
prepared 50 mL aqueous Azure B (AzB) solution having
20 mg L−1 concentration was taken in ve separate tubes, and
20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 mg of SA@Ag@IONCs catalyst was added
to each tube. In a separate tube, the same volume of AzB solu-
tion without catalyst was taken, which is treated as blank or
control. All the reaction mixtures were thoroughly mixed at 30 °
C and sonicated. Each tube containing the reaction mixture was
placed for 30 min in the dark to complete the adsorption–
desorption equilibrium process. Then, under the inuence of
solar light, a photocatalytic reaction was carried out. At various
time intervals, the reaction was monitored spectrophotometri-
cally. The effect of pH (3–11) on AzB photodegradation was also
observed. The kinetic study of the photodegradation reaction
was carried out to determine the rate constant on different
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
parameters, such as catalyst dose and the effect of pH from the
graph between ln (C0/Ct) versus time.

2.5. Photocurrent measurements

In this experiment, rstly SA@Ag@IONC nanocomposite was
dispersed in ethanol and ultrasonicated. While doing this,
a glass substrate was properly cleaned with acetone to eliminate
grease. The cleaned glass lm was heated over a hot plate for 1 h
at 50 °C. With a dropper, dispersed materials were simulta-
neously deposited onto glass lm. The device was coated with
silver electrodes at a 2mm distance and once again le to be dry
over the hot plate at 50 °C for 40 min. The photocurrent
response measurement was done using these constructed
devices.

2.6. COD analysis

The dichromate reux technique was applied to evaluate the
COD of samples. A specic amount of oxidant was injected into
the sample solution and the solution was boiled for 2 h until the
sample was properly digested. In this dichromate reux
process, the Azure B solutions were digested for 2 h with HgSO4,
a specic amount of standard K2Cr2O7, and Ag2SO4 in the
presence of concentrated H2SO4 solution and then titrated
against a standard solution of ferrous ammonium sulphate
(FAS) using ferroin as an indicator. Double distilled water was
utilized instead of the analytes in blank condition. The COD of
samples was calculated using the formula:

COD ¼
��

Vblank � Vsample

�
Vsample

�
nFAS � 8� 1000

3. Characterization techniques

XRD analysis system (PANalytical, Netherlands). The FE-SEM
pictures of SA@Ag@IONCs have been recorded on Zeiss
(Merlin Compact equipment). Scanning electron microscope
(SEM) graphs and energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDAX) of the
SA@Ag@IONCs were observed on JEOL equipment (JSM 6490
LB). UV-vis absorption spectra of samples were recorded on
a dual-beam spectrophotometer (Carry 100) operated between
200-800 nm. PL spectra were recorded on (FLS980 D2D2,
Edinburg) instrument, a double monochromatic light using
450 W xenon lamp source, and 360 nm excitation wavelength at
ambient temperature. FTIR spectra were recorded by Perki-
nElmer Spectrum II and Thermo-Scientic (Nicole 6700)
palletization machine was used to make potassium bromide
pellets. The morphology and size of hematite and SA@A-
g@IONC nanocomposite were investigated via HRTEM using
JEOL-2100 equipment. The zeta potential of SA@Ag@IONCs
has been evaluated via Zetasizer ZS90 (Nano series Malvern
Instrument) at absolute room temperature. XPS measurement
was performed on Prob II, FEI Inc. (PHI 5000 Versa). BET
(Brunauer Emmett Teller), nitrogen adsorption–desorption,
and pore size have been determined by Belsorp mini-II instru-
ment. Room temperature magnetic property measurement was
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 23181–23196 | 23183
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acquired by using MPMS-03 SQUID (Quantum Design) magne-
tometer. The degradation products were characterized using
Agilent LC/Q-Tof 1260 at 30 °C using methanol/0.1 N formic
acid (90 : 10) with a ow rate of 0.2 mL min−1 in the C-18
column.

4. Results and discussion
4.1. XRD study

To examine the crystallinity of biogenic synthesized materials,
XRD analysis was carried out in the 2q range of 20–90°. The
prominent characteristic peaks in the XRD pattern of the iron
oxide sample (Fig. 1a) at different 2q values indicate the
formation of a-Fe2O3. The strength of diffraction spikes with
(hkl) values (012), (220), (104), (110), (113), (116), (018), and (214)
were examined with the acceptable value (JCPDS card no.: 33-
0664) and the structure was determined to be rhombohedral a-
Fe2O3.43 Fig. 1b shows the XRD spectrum of the above synthe-
sized sonochemically loaded silver onto the a-Fe2O3 surface via
Saraca asoca leaf SA@Ag@IONC nanocomposite and Saraca
asoca leaf mediated Ag@Fe2O3. In the XRD pattern apart from
diffraction peaks of a-Fe2O3, the additional peaks correspond-
ing to Ag crystals with (hkl) values (111), (311), (220), and (200)
were observed, which is attributed due to the Ag phase (JCPDS
89-3722). Sonication-assisted SA@Ag@IONCs have a sharp
crystalline peak with a small particle size. Similar results have
been reported in previous reports.32,44,45 The average crystallites
size (nm) was evaluated using the Debye Scherrer formula,

D = 0.9 l/b cos q

Herein, D represents the mean crystalline size, l is the X-ray
wavelength (0.1546 nm), b corresponds to the FWHM (full-
width half maximum value) in radian, and q denotes the
Bragg's angle. The mean crystallite size of Ag@a-Fe2O3 and
SA@Ag@IONCs nanocomposite were found to be 81 and
Fig. 1 XRD pattern of a-Fe2O3 nanoparticles (a) and SA@Ag@IONCs
(b).
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25.9 nm. This result suggests that the decoration of Ag nano-
particles increased the uniformity and decreased the crystallite
size by preventing the agglomeration caused by the phyto-
chemicals present in Saraca asoca extract. The synthesis of
highly dispersed Ag/a-Fe2O3 nanocomposite was also conrmed
from the BET surface area analysis. The improved surface area
as well as the porosity of the as-fabricated SA@Ag@IONCs have
caused enhancement in the photocatalytic performance of
SA@Ag@IONC nanocomposite.
4.2. Morphological analysis

The morphology of Ag@Fe2O3 and SA@Ag@IONCs has been
analyzed by SEM and FESEM images. In the SEM images of
Ag@Fe2O3, more agglomeration was observed as compared to
sonochemically assisted nanocomposite (Fig. 2a and b). We
observed some spherical shape particles in SA@Ag@IONCs but
due to aggregation, particle shape was not clear in Ag@Fe2O3. In
the FESEM images (Fig. 3a–e) more clear view of Ag@Fe2O3 and
SA@Ag@IONCs is observed. These images indicate that when
silver is loaded sonochemically on the surface of Fe2O3, the
particles are evenly distributed as nano-sized spherical shape as
compared to Ag@Fe2O3 nanocomposite, biomolecules included
in the SA extract wrap these nanoscales, maintaining them
apart from one another and preventing clumping. Because of
the delayed nucleation development and subsequent creation
of nanoparticles with distinct nanoscale, low temperature, and
ultrasonication process also helps to generate a non-
agglomerative form of SA@Ag@IONCs. But in the case of
Ag@Fe2O3 composite, silver ion is not uniformly distributed on
the surface of Fe2O3, the agglomerated microparticles form
a bunch's structure, and as a result of this, nanocomposite has
large particle size and several irregular shapes embedded on the
surface of iron oxide nanoparticles. The EDS analysis of
SA@Ag@IONCs revealed the presence of silver, iron, oxygen,
and traces of carbon in their atomic weight percent (Fig. 2c).
Morphology, size, and structure of SA@Ag@IONCs have been
further analyzed by TEM and HRTEM studies. In the bright
eld/dark eld TEM images (Fig. 4a–c), a beautiful topology of
spherical particles is observed; however, in some images
(Fig. 4d and e), variable structures like spherical and buckyball
structures are observed. The slight appearance of layering
(Fig. 4g and h) is probably due to the adsorbed phytochemicals
present in the Saraca asoca plant extract. In the SAED pattern
(Fig. 4j), all the observed crystal planes of SA@Ag@IONCs are in
good agreement with diffraction planes (113) and (214) for
Fe2O3 as well as (111) and (311) for Ag matched with the XRD
pattern, which further supports the formation of well crystalline
NPs. In the HRTEM image (Fig. 4i) well-resolved lattice fringes
with 0.231 and 0.268 nm spacing are observed, which corre-
spond to the (111) plane of Ag NPs and (104) plane of a-
Fe2O3.46,47 This is in good agreement with XRD results. The
result indicates that Ag particles are nucleated over a-Fe2O3. The
diameter/dimension of SA@Ag@IONCs has been deduced to be
15–27 nm. The particle size distribution curve (Fig. 5a) revealed
that the particle size distributes between 18 to 34 nm while the
highest population appears at 26 nm. This lies on the higher
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 SEM image of Saraca acosa mediated Ag@Fe2O3 at different scales (a) SA@Ag@IONCs, (b) and EDS (c).

Fig. 3 FESEM image of Saraca acosa mediated Ag@Fe2O3 (a–c) and SA@Ag@IONCs (d–f).
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side than those of XRD/TEM results because of the experimental
process of particle size distribution. In the particle size distri-
bution experiment, the adsorbed molecules of the media solu-
tion make a boundary at the solid-solution interface; thus
observed size always lies on the higher side. Morphological
assessment of SA@Ag@IONCs revealed that the synthesized
particles have spherical or buckyball structures, possessing
a porous coating of phytochemical over the exterior surface of
SA@Ag@IONCs nanostructures. The highly porous surface of
SA@Ag@IONCs nanostructures is supposed to have high
adsorption capability, thereby improving photocatalytic
performance.

4.3. Zeta potential

The surface charge of SA@Ag@IONCs was also examined by the
zeta potential@DLS dynamic light scattering technique based
on Rayleigh scattering from the suspended nanostructures that
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
undergo Brownian motion. The zeta potential of the nano-
composite was found at −10.42 mV, as shown in Fig. 5b. The
negative charge of the zeta potential value of nanocomposite
reveals that the repulsion among the particle makes the nano-
composite stable. The zeta potential value of SA@Ag@IONCs
represents the negative charge around the nanostructure
surface, which shows a strong affinity towards cationic dye
molecules. Therefore, electrostatic interaction among nano
photocatalyst and AzB molecules attract them closer, and
therefore the movement of charge carriers takes place, resulting
in the degradation of AzB molecules.

4.4. XPS analysis

XPS spectral analysis has been done to conrm the chemical
composition and oxidation states of the SA@Ag@IONCs
composite. The characteristic peaks Ag 3d5/2 and Ag 3d3/2 of Ag
in SA@Ag@IONCs are found at 367.9 and 373.8 eV, respectively,
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 23181–23196 | 23185



Fig. 4 TEM and HR-TEM images of SA@Ag@FNCs at different scales (a–i), selected area electron diffraction pattern (j).

Fig. 5 Particle size distribution curve of SA@Ag@IONCs (a) zeta potential of SA@Ag@IONCs (b).
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as shown in Fig. 6b. The energy difference observed between Ag
3d5/2 and Ag 3d3/2 is 5.9 eV. Thus, the binding energy of Ag 3d5/2
shis to a low value in comparison to bulk Ag0. This is due to
the reduced electron density value of silver, and this reduction
in the electron density of silver is observed because of the e−

transfer from silver to a-Fe2O3 or due to the formation of few
silver oxides,29 Fe 2p spectrum of SA@Ag@IONCs contains three
peaks at 709.3, 711.3, and 724.4 eV, which attributes to the peak
of iron Fe 2p3/2 and Fe 2p1/2, respectively (Fig. 6c). The pre-
determined value of energy difference between these two bands
is about 13.1 eV, which is characteristics of the Fe3+ state, which
indicates the generation of a-Fe2O3. An observable peak in the
spectra of Fe at 718.3 eV and 732.4 are the two Fe3+ shake-up
satellite peaks in a-Fe2O3.23,48 The spectrum of O 1s deconvo-
lution spikes have been split into three, that is at 529.8 (Fe–O),
530.8 (Fe–OH surface hydroxyl), and 532.9 eV corresponding to
oxygen bonded in SA@Ag@IONCs, as shown in Fig. 6d, which is
ascribed to Fe–O–Ag bonding.36,49 The spectral results indicate
23186 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 23181–23196
the presence of silver (Ag), iron (Fe), and oxygen (O), as depicted
in Fig. 6a. The atomic% composition of silver, iron, and oxygen
was found to be 7.25, 38.33, and 54.42%. As we reported the
atomic weight percent in EDS also, we found a little bit of
difference from EDS result. This is because XPS, in contrast to
SEM-EDS, collects information utilizing secondary and back-
scattered electrons from deep regions, whereas XPS only
provides information for the outermost layer (at least 10 nm).
This is why electron microscopy consistently provides better
information regarding the atomic weight percentage of
compounds than XPS. The results indicated silver nanoparticles
are successfully layered on the surface of a-Fe2O3 nanoparticles.

4.5. Optical analysis

UV-visible absorption spectra of plant extract, a-Fe2O3,
Ag@Fe2O3, and SA@Ag@IONCs are depicted in Fig. 7a. The
absorption peaks of leaf extract observed at 230 nm and 330 nm
are due to benzoyl systems and cinnamoyl rings, which
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 6 Full XPS scan of SA@Ag@IONCs (a), narrow scan spectra of Ag 3d (b), Fe 2p (c), and O 1s (d).
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suggested the existence of a polyphenolic group in Saraca asoca
leaf extract.42 A strong absorption peak at 320 nm shows the
formation of iron oxide nanoparticle.50,51 However, in the
Ag@Fe2O3 and SA@Ag@IONCs along with iron oxide, the
distinctive additional peak at 410 nm is due to the surface
plasmon resonance of Ag NPs.24,52 The SPR pattern depends
upon the particle shape, size, and dielectric constant. The
observed SPR peak at 410 nm is due to the formation of very
small-size Ag NPs in plant extract medium.53 The dimensions,
geometry, and dielectric constant of the metal nanoparticles
themselves, as well as the dielectric constant of the neighboring
medium, all inuence both the frequency and width of the
surface plasmon absorption.54 The average diameter of the
nanomaterials has a signicant impact on the SPR band in an
aqueous phase, presuming almost the same crystalline struc-
ture, medium dielectric constant, and temperature.31

The band gap energy of pure Fe2O3 and SA@Ag@IONCs
might be determined by using the Tauc plot formula: hv = A
(h−Eg)

n/2, where a, h, v, A, and Eg are the absorption coefficient,
plank constant, light frequency, constant, and band gap energy,
respectively. Fig. 7b demonstrates the band gap energy of a-
Fe2O3, Ag@Fe2O3, and SA@Ag@IONCs are 2.52 eV, 2.32, and
2.1 eV, respectively. The absorption edge appears to migrate
towards a higher wavelength for the SA@Ag@IONCs composite,
causing a change in bandgap energy. In the case of sonication-
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
assisted composite, the bandgap energy is 2.1 eV, making it
easier for an electron transfer from the valence band to the
conduction band. But in the case of Ag@Fe2O3, the distribution
of Ag over the surface of iron oxide is not evenly distributed, so
the proper transportation of the charge carrier is not possible
because of the agglomeration of nanoparticles. Whereas, with
the use of sound waves, the clusters are broken up into smaller
particles by the sonication technique, which also stabilizes the
phytochemical in the extract medium. As a result, agglomera-
tion of a particle can be prevented so that the decoration of Ag is
on the surface of the iron oxide nanoparticle and provide better
availability for capturing light and generating e−–h+ for the
transfer of electron. As a result, the size of the crystallite shrinks
and increases its surface area as veried by the BET plot. These
two factors signicantly improve the photocatalytic degradation
of Azure B dye under solar light irradiation.

4.6. Photoluminescence analysis

Photoluminescence was used to examine the rate of separation
and recombination of photoexcited electrons and holes. The
photocatalytic reaction process is a form of photochemical
process, whereas the photoluminescence phenomenon is
a form of photophysical process. The stochastic behavior of
photo-generated charge carriers in semiconducting substances
is strongly related to PL and photocatalysis reaction processes
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 23181–23196 | 23187



Fig. 7 UV-visible spectra of plant extract, a-Fe2O3 and SA@Ag@IONCs (a), Tauc plot (b), PL spectra (c), and FTIR spectra (d).
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depending on their mechanism. PL analysis can be used to
build the relationship between PL intensity and photocatalytic
efficiency.13,15 The efficiency of pure Fe2O3, Ag@Fe2O3, and
SA@Ag@IONCs for photocatalytic application under solar light
irradiation is demonstrated by the change in absorption band
edge and band gap energies. Fig. 7c displays the PL spectra of
pure Fe2O3, Ag@Fe2O3, and SA@Ag@IONCs. Pure Fe2O3 shows
intense emission near 410 nm at an excitation wavelength of
350 nm.55,56 In contrast to pure iron oxide, Ag@Fe2O3, and
SA@Ag@IONCs have a lower PL intensity at 408 nm. The blue
shi of the PL peak aer decorating silver into Fe2O3 as well as
layering of phytochemical of Saraca asoca leaf extract,
decreasing the overall diameter of SA@Ag@IONCs. It is known
that Ag-doped semiconductors do not result in new PL
phenomena; however, it decreases the excitonic PL intensity,
which is mainly ascribed due to the capturing of noble Ag+ ions.
This indicates that the photoelectrons and holes are efficiently
separated in Ag-supported Ag@Fe2O3 and SA@Ag@IONCs. This
result indicates that aer the decoration of silver with iron
oxide, the Ag@Fe2O3 and SA@Ag@IONCs show a slower rate of
recombination of photo-induced electrons and holes. The
slower rate of recombination of electrons and holes pair is the
result of a synergic effect when silver is doped with iron oxide.57

In the case of Ag@Fe2O3, the rate of recombination of photo-
generated electron and hole pairs is fast in comparison to
sonication-assisted SA@Ag@IONCs, which might be due to not
properly distributing on the surface because of agglomeration
23188 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 23181–23196
of particles. On the other hand, SA@Ag@IONCs PL intensity is
lower in comparison to both iron oxide as well as Ag@Fe2O3,
which inhibits the recombination of electron–hole pair, and
this ultimately increases the photocatalytic performance. On
irradiation of light, the electrons in the VB are excited to the CB
of Fe2O3. The photo induced electrons from the CB of Fe2O3 gets
transferred to CB of Ag and the photo generated holes from Ag
goes to the VB of Fe2O3. This ensures effective charge separa-
tion, which further results in lower rate of recombination of
electron and holes and this signicantly enhances the photo-
catalytic efficiency of SA@Ag@IONCs.
4.7. FTIR analysis

In the biogenic synthesis, it is known that the phytochemicals of
plant extract play a dual role as reducing and capping agents for
the formation of NPs.42 In the FTIR spectrum of a-Fe2O3 Fig. 7d,
the intense peaks are observed at 3368 and 3122 cm−1, which
are to O–H along with N–H stretching vibrations of phenols58

amino groups, and amide links of proteins or enzymes. In the
case of SA@Ag@IONCs, these peaks were observed at 3405 and
3137 cm−1, which indicates that Ag is anchored on a-Fe2O3.
Small peaks in the FTIR spectra of both samples at 2916 cm−1

and 2857 cm−1 are related to –C–H stretching vibrations. The
intense bands at 1629 cm−1 (in a-Fe2O3) and 1637 cm−1 (in
SA@Ag@IONCs) are due to the stretching of the C]O bond of
polyphenols and C]C bond stretching of the aromatic ring.59,60

The absorption spike at 1398 cm−1 in Fe2O3 and
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 8 Vibrating sample magnetometer curve of SA@Ag@IONCs (a)
BET N2 adsorption–desorption isotherm of Ag@Fe2O3, SA@A-
g@IONCs (b) BJH pore size distribution curve (c).
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SA@Ag@IONCs indicates vibrational stretching of C–N groups
of amines and several heterocyclic molecules (avones and
alkaloids). The strong peaks in the FTIR spectra of both samples
at 1108 cm−1 are due to C–O–C vibration while the peak at
1003 cm−1 is due to C–O stretching of esters. In the FTIR spectra
of a-Fe2O3 and SA@Ag@IONCs, two characteristic peaks
appeared at 474 cm−1 and 558 cm−1 due to Fe–O vibration. The
high-frequency peak at 558 cm−1 is associated with the defor-
mation of Fe–O at the tetrahedral and octahedral sites, whereas
the lower frequency peak at 474 cm−1 is related to the defor-
mation of Fe–O at the octahedral centers of hematite.61 The
FTIR results showed that Saraca asoca leaf extract plays a dual
role, i.e., the generation of NPs and their relative stabilization by
adsorption or capping on the nanoparticle surface.

4.8. VSM analysis

By using a vibrating sample magnetometer at ambient
temperature with an incorporated magnetic eld sweeping
from −15 000 to +15 000 oersted, the value of saturation
magnetization (Ms), remanence magnetization (Mr), and coer-
civity (Hc) can be obtained. The magnetic behavior of SA@A-
g@IONCs as prepared was investigated. The VSM curve of
SA@Ag@IONCs is displayed in Fig. 8a. It exhibits super-
paramagnetic behavior, and the SA@Ag@IONCs saturation
magnetization (Ms) is measured at 1.29 emu g−1, remanence
magnetization (Mr) is 0.028, and coercivity (Hc) is 2.43 Oe.49,62

Ms, which is commonly measured in emu g−1, is an essential
parameter for characterizing iron oxide nanocomposite and it is
signicantly dependent on the chemical composition of the
nanocomposite. Low values of coercive eld Hc observed in Oe,
as well as remnant magnetization Mr, are crucial markers of
developing superparamagnetic characteristics. The overall
magnetic moment of the nanocrystals can be thought of as one
huge magnetic moment made up of all the individual magnetic
moments of the atoms. These nanoparticles exhibit a specic
preference for the magnetic axes (or directions of easy magne-
tization) in which they align.63 The transition from ferromag-
netic to superparamagnetic material occurs as particle size
continues to fall below a certain limit of size.64 The existence of
Ag on the surface of a-Fe2O3 nanoparticles may be the cause of
the low saturation magnetization.65 Based on this analysis,
SA@Ag@IONCs is a magnetic photocatalyst that can be effort-
lessly extracted from the aqueous media by using an external
magnetic eld. This fast recovery is essential for its practical use
in the further utilization of photocatalyst.66

4.9. BET analysis

The porosity of Ag@Fe2O3 and SA@Ag@IONCs was estimated
by the N2 gas adsorption–desorption isotherm process. The
Barrett–Joyner–Halenda technique was used to determine the
average pore diameter, which is observed in the range of 18 nm
and 42 nm for Ag@Fe2O3, SA@Ag@IONCs, respectively, as
shown in Fig. 8c. This result indicates that SA@Ag@IONCs has
2 folds with a more porous surface edge as compared to
Ag@Fe2O3. The BET-specic surface areas (SBET) of Ag@Fe2O3

and sonochemically synthesized SA@Ag@IONCs is 8.27 m2 g−1
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
and 27.33 m2 g−1, respectively, as shown in Fig. 8b, as compared
to lower surface areas reported in the literature.67,68 The pore
volume of sonochemically assisted SA@Ag@IONCs and
Ag@Fe2O3 is 0.2482 cm3 g−1 and 0.1059 cm3 g−1, respectively.
The number of active sites and surface area of nanoparticles rise
with increasing pore volume,69,70 which raises adsorption
performance and consequently boosts photocatalytic perfor-
mance. Compared to Ag@Fe2O3 nanocomposite, the sono-
chemically assisted SA@Ag@IONCs has a greater surface area
and pore volume. Hence, SA@Ag@IONCs has a better choice for
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 23181–23196 | 23189
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photocatalytic uses due to their large pore volume, large surface
area, and mesoscopic properties.
4.10. Photo-driven activity of SA@Ag@IONCs against Azure
B (cationic blue dye)

The photo-driven activity of synthesized a-Fe2O3, Ag@Fe2O3,
and SA@Ag@IONC nanocomposite was investigated for degra-
dation of Azure B (AzB) under direct sunlight irradiation. We
have noticed the maximum photocatalytic activity for SA@A-
g@IONCs in comparison to pure a-Fe2O3, Ag@Fe2O3 by further
examining the efficiency of the photocatalytic activity of
SA@Ag@IONCs and the inuence of important factors (such as
pH and catalyst dose). For a dose-dependent study, a freshly
prepared 50 mL aqueous Azure B (AzB) solution having
20 mg L−1 concentration was taken in ve separate tubes. 20,
30, 40, 50, and 60 mg of SA@Ag@IONCs catalyst was added to
each tube. In a separate tube, the same volume of AzB solution
without catalyst was taken, which is treated as blank or control.
All the reaction mixtures were thoroughly mixed at 30 °C and
sonicated to establish equilibrium; thereaer, each reaction
mixture was put under direct sunlight irradiation. Rapid
decoloration of blue AzB solutions was observed in the presence
of catalyst SA@Ag@IONCs while virtually no change in color
was noticed in the absence of a catalyst. The progress of pho-
tocatalytic degradation AzB was monitored spectro-
photometrically in the wavelength range 200–800 nm using
the supernatant part of ltered aliquots of reaction suspension
at different time intervals. The absorption spectra of AzB consist
of maximum absorbance at 643 nm, which is characteristic of
the AzB dye. The percentage photocatalytic degradation of the
AzB solution was determined by the relative change in the
optical density of the dye solution.

% degradation ¼ A0 � At

A0

� 100

A0 and At represent the optical density of the AzB solution at t =
0 and different intervals. The photocatalytic degradation of
different amounts of nanocomposite dose was obtained by
plotting Ct/C0 versus time. The best-tted, pseudo-rst-order
kinetics of photo-assisted degradation of AzB using SA@A-
g@IONCs was investigated using the expression:

ln

�
C0

Ct

�
¼ kappt

Here, Kapp represents the apparent rate constant, C0 and Ct

indicate the initial concentration and aer time ‘t’ respectively.
The photodegradation efficiency of AzB was analyzed by Ct/C0

versus time and ln(Ct/C0) versus time plots as shown in Fig. 9a
and b.

Investigating the impact of nanocatalyst dose on the photo-
assisted degradation of AzB dye under solar light exposure
using different doses of SA@Ag@IONC nanocomposite is
depicted in Fig. 10a. 36, 51, 65.4, 94, and 89.5% degradation of
AzB has been found using 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 mg of SA@A-
g@IONC nanocomposite, respectively. The obtained results
were best supported by pseudo-rst-order kinetics and the rate
23190 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 23181–23196
constant was found to be 0.005, 0.008, 0.012, 0.036, and
0.028 min−1 for 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 mg of SA@Ag@IONC
nanocomposite, respectively. As the amount of photocatalyst is
increased, the rate of photocatalytic degradation increases until
we obtain optimized condition at 50 mg of catalyst dose; aer
that, it shows a decreased rate at 60 mg. Initially, the rate of dye
degradation increases rapidly throughout the increase of
nanocatalyst dose because of the increase in the availability of
active sites on the catalyst's surface. Simultaneously, as the
turbidity of the suspension increases with a high dose of pho-
tocatalyst, sun-light penetration reduces, and therefore the
photoactivated volume of the suspension drops.71 As a result,
higher doses of the catalyst may be ineffective due to aggrega-
tion as well as lower irradiation eld due to light scattering.

The concentration of H+ ions in the reaction mixture is
another signicant factor that affects the rate of photo-
degradation. The presence of active species in the reaction
mixture, which affects the adsorption–desorption characteris-
tics of AzB on the photocatalyst surface can be inuenced by pH
value. Taking into account this aspect, we observed the impact
of pH on the rate of reaction using an optimized dose (50 mg) of
nanocatalyst. The impact of pH on degradation efficiency was
found to be rather signicant. The order of AzB degradation
efficiency was found to be pH 9 > pH 11 > pH 7 > pH 5 > pH 3 and
photodegradation percentages are 93.13%, 83.8%, 78.8%, 43%,
and 39% as shown in Fig. 10b. The rate of degradation is found
to be highest at basic pH, then neutral pH, and acidic pH.
Degradation efficiencies are observed to be low in acidic
medium. In an acidic medium, the concentration of H+ at the
binding site of SA@Ag@IONCs makes it positively charged,
causing the molecules of cationic dye (AzB) to repel each other,
and therefore, the degradation of AzB is decreased. However,
the nanocomposite surface acquires more negative charge at
higher pH, which increases the electrostatic interaction
between the negatively charged nanocatalyst and cationic dye
molecule, which speeds up the reaction. The production of cOH
radicals as a result of a large number of hydroxyl ions in the
alkaline medium is one potential explanation for the acceler-
ated photocatalytic breakdown of AzB at higher pH levels. The
potential to break down when exposed to sunlight increased
when the pH is changed, from neutral to basic.

The efficiency of photocatalytic activity at the same opti-
mized condition for comparable degradation for pure a-Fe2O3,
Ag@Fe2O3, and SA@Ag@IONCs is shown in Fig. 11a–c. 50 mg of
a-Fe2O3 NPs and Ag@Fe2O3, as in the case of SA@Ag@IONC
nanocomposite, was added to 50 mL (20 mg L−1) aqueous Azure
B (AzB) solution, and at pH 9, degradation of dye AzB has been
found to 39% and 63.3% for a-Fe2O3 and Ag@Fe2O3 respec-
tively, while in the same condition, degradation percentage
using SA@Ag@IONCs, nanocomposite was 94%. Comparative
kinetic study of a-Fe2O3, Ag@Fe2O3, and SA@Ag@IONCs for the
photodegradation efficiency of AzB was analyzed by Ct/C0 versus
time and ln(Ct/C0) versus time plots as shown in Fig. (11d and e).
The obtained results were best tted by pseudo-rst-order
kinetics and the rate constant was found to be 0.005, 0.012,
and 0.036 min−1 respectively, whereas t1/2 half-life 138.6, 57.75,
and 19.25 min. We observed that the rate constant of
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 9 Dose dependent photocatalytic degradation performance of SA@Ag@IONCs (a) kinetics plot of SA@Ag@IONCs nanocomposite (b).

Fig. 10 Photocatalytic degradation percentage of Azure B at different doses of SA@Ag@IONCs (a) effect of pH on photocatalytic degradation of
Azure B (b).
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SA@Ag@IONC nanocomposite is 6 folds and 3 folds higher
than the a-Fe2O3 nanoparticle and Ag@Fe2O3 nanocomposite.
The sonication technique uses sound waves to break up the
large clusters of molecules into smaller particles, stabilizing the
phytochemical present in the extract medium. As a result,
aggregated particles can be avoided, leading to proper Ag
loaded on the surface of a-Fe2O3 and improved availability for
absorbing solar light and generated electron–hole pair for e−

transfer. It also possesses low bandgap energy, lower PL inten-
sity, and large surface area, signicantly enhancing the photo-
catalytic activity efficiency of SA@Ag@IONC nanocomposite
(Table 1).

4.11. Investigation of photodegradation products using LC-
MS

To investigate the photodegradation mechanism of AzB by
using SA@Ag@IONCs, LC-MS was performed to investigate the
various degradation intermediates. The result revealed that AzB
molecules were split into smaller degradation products. LC-MS
spectrum of untreated AzB solution revealed its presence as the
main component (Fig. 12a), however in the presence of SA@A-
g@IONCs catalyst, a distinctive peak corresponding to m/z at
270 was not seen, indicating that the AzB molecules completely
broke down. Meanwhile, several peaks were found, which were
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
probably the degradation intermediate products formed when
AzB molecules degraded, as shown in Fig. 12b. The AzB mole-
cule was broken down into fragments having m/z values of 254,
274, 230, 188, 174, 142, 131, 122 and 102, which were attributed
due to C14H15N3S, C14H15N3SO, C12H11N3S C7H9NO3S,
C6H7NO3S, C6H5O2S

+, C4H5NO4, C4H4O4, and C3H4O4

species.82–84 The LC-MS ndings show that the photo-
degradation of AzB occurred in the presence of SA@Ag@IONCs
rather than adsorption. LC-MS results showing the degraded
byproducts or intermediates formed by sunlight-driven degra-
dation of Azure B and its degradation pathway are given in
Fig. 12c.

4.12. Trap experiment

In the photocatalysis process, when electromagnetic radiation
from solar light or photon source with energy equivalent to or
greater than that of the photocatalysts energy band gap inci-
dent, electron (e−) and holes (h+) are generated in the conduc-
tion band and valence band, respectively. Dissolved oxygen is
reduced by an electron in the conduction band to form super-
oxide radical (cO2

−), while water molecule is oxidized in the
presence of a hole in the valence band to create cOH radical. The
hazardous material is quickly decomposed by these reactive
oxygen species (ROS) into smaller, nontoxic metabolites. By
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 23181–23196 | 23191



Fig. 11 Photocatalytic degradation performance of a-Fe2O3, Ag@Fe2O3, and SA@Ag@IONCs UV-vis plot (a–c), kinetics plot of SA@Ag@IONCs
nanocomposite (d and e).
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using trap experiments, the underlying photocatalytic process
for the deterioration of AzB has been further investigated. As
efficient scavengers for cOH, h+, and cO2

−, respectively, iso-
propyl alcohol (IPA), disodium-EDTA, and para-benzoquinone
(BZQ) have been employed to identify the primary active radical
species participating in sunlight-driven deterioration
process.42,66 The photocatalytic reaction is observed to be sup-
pressed by all scavengers; however, the scavenging capacity of
the species is reduced in the order Na2-EDTA > BZQ > IPA. Using
Table 1 Comparison of photocatalytic performance in the degradation

Photo-catalyst Synthesis methods Dyes Rate constant (m

Fe3O4@ZnO Hydrothermal/calcination MB 2.4 × 10−2

Fe2O3/Ag Aloe vera gel extract MB —
CoFe2O4/Cr2O3/SiO2 Chemical MB 2.5 × 10−2

CNFO/g-C3N4 Chemical MB 1.7 × 10−2

WO3/Fe2O3 Hydrothermal MB —
PANI/CdO Calcination MB 1.9 × 10−2

ZIF-8 Chemical MB 1.7 × 10−2

FNZ/PANI Chemical MB 2.2 × 10−2

Chitosan/PANI/Co3O4 Chemical MB 0.08 × 10−2

CuO@CQD P. Peels AzB —
GO/CuO Hydrothermal AzB 1.38 × 10−2

SA@Ag@IONCs Saraca asoca AzB 3.6 × 10−2

23192 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 23181–23196
the scavengers IPA, BZQ, and Na2-EDTA, the percentage pho-
tocatalytic degradation of AzB was determined to be 77.8%,
48.4%, and 28%, respectively (Fig. 13). This result indicates that
h+ and cO2

− are the active radical species involved in the pho-
todegradation of AzB.
4.13. Photocatalytic mechanism

Based on the above ndings and published literature, a feasible
photocatalytic mechanism has been proposed for the
of cationic dye

in) Irradiation light Time (min)
Degradation
(%) Ref.

300 W Xe lamp 90 90 72
Visible light 140 88 66
UV light (12 mW Hg) lamp 120 90 73
Sunlight 180 97 74
Visible light 500 W Xe lamp 240 73 75
Sunlight 240 97 76
UV light 120 82 77
Sunlight 300 99 78
UV light 180 88 79
Visible light 120 97 80
200 W tungsten lamp 120 80 81
Sunlight 80 94 This work

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 12 LC-MS spectrum of Azure B untreated (a) Azure B treated (b)
and intermediates formed after degradation of Azure B (c).

Fig. 13 Photocatalytic degradation percentage of Azure B using
scavengers IPA, Na2EDTA, and BZQ.
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photodegradation of AzB dye using SA@Ag@IONCs photo-
catalyst in the presence of solar light, as shown in Fig. 14. On
exposure to sunlight radiation, a-Fe2O3 nanoparticles act as
photosensitizers, producing electron–hole pairs. Noble metal
Ag is added onto the surface of a-Fe2O3 to improve their pho-
tocatalytic efficiency. When exposed to solar light, a-Fe2O3

emits photoinduced electrons and holes on CB and VB,
respectively. The aforementioned factors result in photoin-
duced free electrons that interact with dissolved O2 molecules
to form superoxide anion radical and holes that interact with
a water molecule to form hydroxyl radical, both of which
contribute to the photodegradation of AzB dye molecules. The
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
generated charge carrier undergoes rapid recombination
because of its minimal lifetime, which decreases the efficiency
of a photocatalyst. The silver nanoparticles serve as an electron
absorber, preventing the recombination of charge carriers and
capturing the photoinduced electrons. The photoinduced elec-
trons then move to the surface of the Ag and reduce O2 to cO2

−,
while the photogenerated holes on the a-Fe2O3 oxidize H2O to
cOH. Finally, during the oxidation–reduction by cOH, cO2

−, and
h+, Azure B dye is degraded into CO2, H2O, and NH4

+.
4.14. Photocurrent analysis

The photocurrent measurement of SA@Ag@IONCs as produced
with the numerous on–off phases of visible light are given in
(Fig. 15), which demonstrates that photocurrent is signicantly
improved on exposure to visible light, the photocurrents
generated by SA@Ag@IONCs is 2.5 × 10−8 A. Once the irradi-
ation is nished, SA@Ag@IONCs photocurrent responses have
reverted to their initial level. When photo-induced electrons
ionize in the conducting band of the semiconductor, leaving
holes in the valence band, which causes the photocurrent to
ow.
4.15. COD analysis

UV-visible spectrophotometry results could not be used to verify
whether AzB was entirely degraded into CO2 and H2O. The COD
measurement is an important method for nding out how
mineralization works. COD analyses the quantity of oxygen
necessary to decompose organic molecules in water contents.
The COD experiment was performed for both the solution of
AzB dye before and aer the photo-degradation reaction. The
dichromate reux techniques were used to examine the COD.
The starting dye concentration and catalyst loading for COD
testing were both 15 mg L−1. COD values for untreated and
treated AzB were found to be 416 and 37.3 mg L−1, respectively.
The COD results show that the photodegradation efficiency of
nanocomposite for AzB is approximately 91%, which indicates
almost complete mineralization of AzB.
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 23181–23196 | 23193



Fig. 14 Plausible mechanism of photocatalytic degradation process.

Fig. 15 Photocurrent of SA@Ag@IONCs.

Fig. 16 Recyclability test of SA@Ag@IONCs for degradation of AzB.
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4.16. Recyclability of photocatalyst

The recyclability of synthesized SA@Ag@IONCs was evaluated
up to four times when the AzB dye was completely degraded.
The SA@Ag@IONCs were isolated from the dye solution,
washed multiple times, oven dried at 85–90 °C, and reused. The
stability of SA@Ag@IONCs in terms of percentage degradation
was evaluated for four further cycles, and the results are pre-
sented in Fig. 16. The results showed that the photocatalytic
efficiency decreased slightly in the third cycle but not signi-
cantly in cycles 1 or 2. This slight decrease in the degradation of
dye is due to the loss of some active site present on the surface
of the photocatalyst. Overall, 1.3% degradation is seen aer the
3rd cycle, which is quite low. These ndings demonstrate that
the photocatalyst is extremely stable for the degradation of AzB
dye.
5. Conclusion

The present work has a one-pot green, rapid, and cost-effective
synthesis method where Saraca asoca leaf extract acts as
a reducing, stabilizing, and capping agent. The synthesized
SA@Ag@IONCs has spherical shape morphology, with an
average particle size of Ag/a-Fe2O3, and SA@Ag@IONC nano-
composite at 81 nm and 25.9 nm calculated using Debye
Scherrer equation form XRD pattern. The nanocomposite has
a spherical-shaped morphology conrmed by HRTEM images
with an average particle size of ∼25 nm. The presence of Fe, Ag,
and O in SA@Ag@IONCs was conrmed by EDX and XPS
analyses. By sonochemical approach, ultrasmall silver was
decorated onto the surfaces of the a-Fe2O3 nanocomposite,
which have a large surface area and pore volume as compared to
Ag@Fe2O3. The optical band gap energy of SA@Ag@IONCs is
2.1 eV. The decoration of silver on iron oxide, Ag@Fe2O3, and
SA@Ag@IONCs shows lower PL intensity as compared to pure
Fe2O3 and also a slower rate of recombination of photo-induced
electrons and holes. The slower rate of recombination of
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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electrons and holes pair is the result of a synergic effect when
silver is loaded with iron oxide. The lower the PL intensity of
photocatalyst material, the more quickly the dissociation rate of
photogenerated charge carriers, which can signicantly
increase the efficiency of photocatalytic activity. Photocatalytic
degradation of Azure B at different photocatalyst doses revealed
the highest degradation at 50 mg of nanocomposite with pH 9.
We have observed the maximum rate of photodegradation
(94%) for SA@Ag@IONCs, it follows pseudo-rst-order kinetics
and the rate constant was found to be 0.036 min−1, whereas t1/2
half-life is 19.25 min. The active species for the degradation of
AzB using nanocomposite were cO2

−, and h+, respectively. Due
to its magnetism feature, the nanocomposite could be readily
removed from the reaction solution and thereaer applied
repeatedly. Four regeneration runs of the nanocomposite were
completed without any deterioration in photocatalytic activity.
Overall, it can be said that using a sonochemical-assisted
synthesis of SA@Ag@IONC nanocomposite is a better choice
rather than Ag@Fe2O3 breakdown hazardous dye in wastewater
treatment.
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